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Abstract  
We review various factors that determine the scientific 
impact of an academic journal. Data about quality, aca-
demics opinion polls, citation, diffusion audience or at-
traction shows a high impact of RELIEVE. 

Resumen 
Se analizan diversos factores que determinan la reper-
cusión científica de una revista académica. Los datos indi-
can que tanto la calidad reconocida como las encuestas de 
opinión entre académicos, las demandas de información 
que atrae, citas que recibe, difusión, audiencia o capacidad 
de atracción denotan una alta repercusión de RELIEVE. 
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Introduction  
RELIEVE, the dean of electronic Spanish 

journals (Rodríguez, 2005), is about to com-
plete his first fifteen years of existence. Dur-
ing this time he has not stopped developing 
personally and growing, in all the ways that 
denote his quality: demand, access, citations, 
internationalization, number of manuscripts, 
etc. In previous diverse texts (Aliaga & 
Suárez, 2002, 2007) we have analyzed a few 
of these aspects. Presently, we want to ana-
lyze in detail the scientific repercussion of 
our magazine. 

In trying to conceptualize the notion of sci-
entific repercussion of a publication one can 
and one should, pay attention to the diverse 
and various indicators. To fundamentally or-
ganize these indicators we will utilize  what is 

set out in one of the most comprehensive and 
up to date texts that exists regarding this 
theme, that of Delgado, Ruiz-Pérez & Jimé-
nez-Contreras (2006). They consider that the 
said concept covers various factors that we 
will analyze with greater detail:  

1. Quality of the Publication 

We must point out in beginning that the 
concept of repercussion is different from oth-
ers often used to analyze scientific publica-
tions, such as that of quality. Both concepts 
are clearly different (Bosch, López-Bescós & 
Vallés Belsué, 2001) and should not be con-
fused. There may be articles of great quality, 
published in journals also of great quality, 
that are of interest fundamentally local and 
therefore do not produce a great impact (no 
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more than in their own limited community). 
Also there are articles of lesser quality with 
great repercussion (keeping in mind the arti-
cle regarding “cold fusion”, which provoked a 
great impact socially and in the mass media, 
besides having a great impact- measured in 
the number of citations received-, but in result 
were based on a lie and bad scientific quality).  

Even though a journal doesn’t have to have 
quality in order to have impact and vice versa, 
one certainly hopes that a journal (or an arti-
cle, if one is attempting to analyze more de-
tailed information) of good quality tends to 
have both in equal amounts in respect to its 
subject matter, geographic range, type of dis-
cipline, etc. in order to have major impact. 
We are going to primarily analyze the quality 
of RELIEVE. 

The Spanish Foundation for Science and 
Technology, FECYT, created by the Spanish 
Government on April, 24, 2001, is an entity 
dependent on the Spanish Department of Sci-
ence and Innovation. The FECYT acts, ac-
cording to its legal definition, as technical and 
administrative support to the Spanish scien-
tific and technological policy makers in inves-
tigation and innovation material for the de-
partment of Support of Scientific and Techno-
logical Policy. Since it´s inception, the foun-
dation has improved the coordination, track-
ing, evaluation and planning of the activities 
R&D&I. In addition, the FECYT controls for 
all Spanish Universities the deal with ISI da-
tabases (now officially called Thompson 
Reuters). The FECYT, during 2007 and part 
of 2008, carried out the First evaluation of 
the quality of Spanish academic journals 
(one can look at the documentation at 
http://recyt.fecyt.es/index.php/index/recyt/res
olucion). From the 275 Spanish academic 
journals that were part of the process, only 
thirty three   (18%), passed the three consecu-
tive phases of quality testing, obtaining a 
positive final evaluation, which gives one an 
idea of the difficulty of the process.  The ar-
eas that had the most success where Educa-
tion (with seven  journals receiving positive 

evaluations) and the Economy (with 6 jour-
nals receiving positive evaluations).  Among 
the seven educational journals, the one of the 
best quality in Spain is RELIEVE. Another 
journal of good quality is the Journal of Edu-
cation, published by the Ministry of Educa-
tion. The information in this journal is entered 
into the ISI-Thompson database. 

Other additional support of the quality of 
RELIEVE can be found in the international 
catalog Latindex (Latinamerican index of 
scientific publications), that have become a 
quality reference for Latin-American journals 
(as used, for example, in DICE, in RESH, in 
MIAR, etc.). Their directory includes more 
than 17,000 journals. Latindex has developed, 
in addition, a catalog of journals, much more 
restrictive, that have been evaluated according 
to a quality criterion that becomes more and 
more decerning. Only the journals that dem-
onstrate having at least 25 of these quality 
criteria can be a part of this selective catalog. 
RELIEVE has demonstrated having 33 of 
them. As we are able to check in the DICE 
database (Spanish for Circulation and Edito-
rial Quality of the Spanish Humanity and So-
cial and Legal Science Journals), of the Span-
ish National Research Council, of the associ-
ated journals en the area of Research Methods 
and Diagnostics in Education (MIDE) only 
RELIEVE and to others reach this high level, 
of a total of 15 journals. Of the 165 educa-
tional journals included in DICE only 11 
reach the level for measured quality by the 
Latindex criteria. 

It seems evident from this information that 
RELIEVE is accredited by diverse and pres-
tigious agencies, both international and na-
tional.  

2. Opinion polls among the scientific com-
munity 

A second criterion linked to the impact of a 
journal in the academic and scientific com-
munity is the opinion of professionals about 
the publication. In Spain there has only been a 
systematic research about the opinion of the 
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university professors (that isn't all of the re-
searchers, but it is a substantial part) respect 
of the quality of the journals in Social Sci-
ences. The study was carried out by a team 
directed by Alcaín in 2001 and in 2002 the 
results were published in the areas of Educa-
tional Science, Political Science, and Sociol-
ogy (Alcaín, 2002). In this study, by mistake 
didn't include RELIEVE in the listed journals 
a which it was asking the researchers about. 
Despite that, RELIEVE was a journal that 
was often times added by hand (for that rea-
son its grade is not comparable with the rest). 

A number of times it was added even above 
journals of the standing and recognition of 
Infancia y Aprendizaje, the classical Spanish 
journal (it was also was left off the list by 
mistake and presently is found in the Social 
Science Citation Index of the ISI). 

In order to see the value of each of the jour-
nals in the academic community from the 
proceeding, we can analyze the answers give 
by the researchers pertaining to the MIDE 
'academic area' in this study (Alcaín, 2002). 
Consider the ten best rated journals: 

 

Table 1 – Assesment of journals on the part of senior Spanish professors pertaining to the 
area of knowledge of ´Research Methods and Diagnostic in Education´ 

EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS UNDER ASSESMENT 
Area that values (MIDA).  Rate of response: 38,46%  

A 
% 

B 
% 

C 
% 

D 
% 

Participants
% 

RIE. Revista Investigación Educativa 82,35 7,06  3,53  0,00  92,94 
BORDON 64,71 20,00 8,24  1,18  94,12 
Revista de Educación  54,12 18,82 7,06  0,00  80,00 
Revista Española de Pedagogía.  42,35 24,71 12,94  0,00  80,00 
Revista Española de Orientación y Psicopedagogía.  29,41 40,00 7,06  1,18  77,65 
RELIEVE. Revista Electrónica de Investigación y Evaluación Educa-
tiva 17,65 1,18  0,00  0,00  18,82 
Revista de Ciencias de la Educación (Inst. Calasanz) 14,12 31,76 28,24  1,18  75,29 
Cuadernos de Pedagogía 9,41  24,71 42,35  5,88  82,35 
Enseñanza de las Ciencias. Revista de Investigación y Experiencias 
Didácticas 8,24  5,88 7,06  3,53  24,71 
ENSEÑANZA. Anuario Interuniversitario de Didáctica.  8,24  12,94 9,41  2,35  32,94 

Taken from Alcain´s data (2002), ordered by the percentage of “A” answers (those that consider the journals 
as “Very good, an important journal for it´s subject”).  The journals in cursive weren´t included in the original 

list. 
 

What especially stands out is that RELIEVE 
was, in 2002, earned sixth position among the 
most valued journals by the area MIDE pro-
fessors in spite of not having had the same 
conditions in the study (it didn’t appear on the 
list of valued journals).  It was also observed 
that all of the interviewees that valued RE-
LIEVE considered it as “very good, an impor-
tant journal for it's subject” or “good, interest-
ing for it's subject”, and not one put it in the C 
(“of general interest”) or D (“without interest 
for it's subject) categories.  

As additional proof of the good opinion and 
interest that RELIEVE inspires in the scien-

tific community we wanted to stress that the 
Scientific Board is, probably, that which has 
the largest proportion of international mem-
bers from among all the Spanish educational 
journals.  This Board works with the most 
respected leaders in the most important mate-
rial from diverse countries like Gene Glass 
(former president of The American Educa-
tional Research Association and director of 
two important educational journals), A. Ar-
tiles, from the University of California Los 
Angeles (UCLA), S. Kemmis (from the Uni-
versity of Deakin, in Australia), A. Salem 
(University of Paris III), R. Floden (Michigan 
State University), David Hamilton (University 
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of Liverpool), Nina Talyzina (Moscow State 
University), Felipe Martínez Rizo (Director of 
the National Institute of Educational Evalua-
tion of México), among others.  Among the 
national members of the aforementioned Sci-
entific Board there is a broadening array of 
department heads and well known and re-
spected professors from a number of Spanish 
universities.  That all of these prestigious 
people have decided to associate their name 
with RELIEVE makes it evident that there is 
a generally good opinion about it.  It is a 
source of pride for those that put it together.  

3. Quantitative analysis of the demand for 
the journal 

This criterion refers to the number of sub-
scriptions that we receive from documentation 
services and libraries.  However, there is no 
way to fully quantify this.  The journal that 
we are referring to, RELIEVE, is an Open 
Access electronic journal (in fact, it is the first 
Spanish journal of it's kind during this move-
ment of influential growth in the scientific 
world). This means that any interested person 
can access any article published by the journal 
at no cost to them, when they want, and from 
wherever they want (with the only and simple 
requirement being that they have an internet 
connection).  That way people don’t need to 
have intermediaries like documentation ser-
vices and libraries but can still have reliable 
data. However, we can say that the available 
research (see, for example Harnard, 2006) has 
clearly demonstrated that providing free ac-
cess to an academic publication, such as RE-
LIEVE, increases the impact it has on cita-
tions received between 50% and 250% with 
respect to other equivalent journals that don’t 
participate in Open Access. 

4. Analysis of the citations received 

One of the few possibilities that could ap-
proximate this type of data, in spite of limited 
resources, and permits us to make an analysis 
of the impact on some other journals (al-
though only at the Spanish level) is INRECS 
(‘Impact of Spanish Social Sciences Jour-

nals’, http://ec3.ugr.es/in-recs). RELIEVE 
was found to be the educational journal with 
the fifth largest rate of impact (citations per 
article) in 2007.  As to sustaining the ten-
dency in the long term, it is in the first quar-
tile of all educational journals in the data ac-
cumulated between 1994 and 2007. 

Keep in mind that IN-RECS doesn't count 
(because of their precarious means) citations 
received in publications that aren't Spanish 
which is where RELIEVE reaches its greatest 
impact (as 80% of access to the journal comes 
from outside of Spain).  

5. Internet related indicators 

The special circumstance that RELIEVE is 
an electronic journal provides additional sup-
port about the impact of the articles that are 
published in it, depending on several factors.  

5.a. Number of accesses 

This criterion can apply as much to the 
journal (as a way of evaluating its impact 
within the community) as, given what we 
found in the particular case of an electronic 
journal, about the articles themselves. The 
analysis of the accesses is a measure that has 
demonstrated a significant correlation with 
the impact of the articles, measured in number 
of citations. 

RELIEVE has two ways to count the num-
ber of accesses to it's home page.  The first is 
a corporate account at the University of Va-
lencia (where the journal is based) and an-
other conducted by an external international 
audit firm (Motigo Webstats). Some things 
must be kept in mind when interpreting these 
facts however. The first is that not all readers 
who access an article enter through the home 
page, it is possible to go directly to the article 
of of interest and the visit won't be counted.  
Also it must be considered that the articles in 
RELIEVE are duplicated in other full text 
repositories (Redalyc, ScientificCommons, 
Quaderns Digitals, etc.), so that the number of 
readers accessing the text is, with out a doubt, 
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much greater than is indicated by the meters 
installed on local servers. 

 In spite of the aforementioned limits, RE-
LIEVE has received more than 650,000 hits 
on it’s homepage since 1997 (there wasn’t a 
meter available during the first years of publi-
cation).  This is a number that shows the 
enormous interest that RELIEVE inspires in 
the educational community.  It should be 
noted that hits on the site are increasing at an 
accelerating rate, the last two years the num-
ber of visitors has exceeded 100,000 per year.  

As a complement to the counter of the Uni-
versity of Valencia, RELIEVE installed an-
other meter from Motigo Webstats, which is 
easily and publically accessible from a link at 
the bottom of the homepage of the journal.  
Since that time more than 470,000 hits to the 
homepage of the journal have been counted.  
This business creates a detailed analysis of 
these hits, between whose details that high-
light the international nature of demand.  
Consider the following data: 

Table 2 – Geografic Areas from hits to RELIEVE 

Order Area Hits % Hits 
1. South America 167.597 39,6 % 
2. Central America 131.590 31,1 % 
3. Europe 92.285 21,8 % 
4. USA & Canada 18.572 4,4 % 
5. Asia 731 0,2 % 
6. Australia 537 0,1 % 
7. Africa 176 0,0 % 
8. Unknow 11.855 2,8 % 
  Total: 423.343 100,0 % 

Source: Motigo Webstats (Fecha: 22 July 2008)  

As can be seen, there is a strong interna-
tional demand for RELIEVE, almost 80% of 
the hits on the journal come from outside of 
Europe.  This data supports not only the major 
internationalization of the magazine, but also 
that its impact transcends boarders.  

5.b.   Number of links to the journal 

The number of links (hyperlinks) estab-
lished towards a journal are a sign of the in-

terest awakened in the community, especially 
in the academic community, so it can be con-
sidered a complementary measure of the im-
pact of the publication. 

In RELIEVE’s case there are a lot of inter-
national academic institutions (not to enumer-
ate nearly all of the Spanish) that have per-
manent links to the journal.  Here are a few, 
though not all because we can't list them all 
for reasons of space: 
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Table 3 – Examples of links to RELIEVE 
Institution URL Country

American Educational Research 
Association  (AERA) http://aera-cr.ed.asu.edu/links.html   USA 
European Educational Research As-
sociation  (EERA) http://www.eera.ac.uk/organisations/aidipe.html   UK 
Organización de Estados Iberoameri-
canos http://www.campus-oei.org/cathistoria/revistas.htm   International

UNESCO http://portal.unesco.org/education/es/ev.php-
URL_ID=18993&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html   International

Georgetown University http://library.georgetown.edu/newjour/r/msg02448.html   USA 
University of Washington:  http://www.lib.washington.edu/subject/Education/dr/eljnl.html   USA 
Arizona State University http://www.asu.edu/lib/resources/elecjrlsq.htm   USA 
University of Texas  http://llanes.panam.edu/journal/ejournals.html   USA 
Vanderbilt University http://www.library.vanderbilt.edu/education/books/eperiodicals.html  USA 
Lakehead University http://www.lakeheadu.ca/~librwww/e-journals/titles-r.shtml    Canada 
ICAAP (International Consortium for the 
Advancement of Academic Publication) http://libraries.icaap.org    Canada 

L'Université du Québec à Rimouski 
(UQAR) 

http://openurl.uquebec.ca:9003/uqar/azlist/default?current_view=table&service=&perform=searchTit
le&type=browseLetterGroup&letter_group=19&pattern=&textSearchType= 
&jumpToPage=8&show_link=&vendor=&category=&subcategory=    

Canada 

Intitute: Social Sciences http://www.intute.ac.uk/socialsciences/cgi-bin/fullrecord.pl?handle=sosig1042556897-24721   UK 
Universität Gießen http://wwwstud.uni-giessen.de/~s8005/haupt/zeitb.htm   Germany 
Inserm (Institut National de la Santé) http://biblioinserm.inist.fr/services_sites.php?lettre=A&mmdkwd=Assessment&id=2911&limit=0&n

umsel=1   France 

INIST-CNRS http://biblioplanets.inist.fr/annuairesites.php3?mmddom=SHSE&sousdom=EDU&id=2911&limit=0
&numsel=96   France 

Open University de Holanda http://dspace.ou.nl/handle/1820/469   Holland 
Università di Roma http://d-library.uniroma2.it/contents/periodici.aspx?let=r&subrange=tutti   Italy 
Politecnico di Milano http://www.biblio.polimi.it/internet/elenco_periodici.php?ABC=R   Italy 
Escola Superior da educação http://www.esec.pt/cdi/recur_elec/recur_elec_rv_rat.htm   Portugal 
Lund University http://jinfo.lub.lu.se/jinfo?func=fullRecord&jId=10432&issn=11344032    Sweden 
NSD: Information on research and 
higher education http://dbh.nsd.uib.no/kanaler/kanalDetalj.do?produktid=446559   Norway 
Uppsala University http://www.ub.uu.se/journal/el/e_start.cfm?titel=R   Finland 
University of Iceland http://www.hi.is/~joner/eaps/ltwh073.htm   Island 
University of Helsinki http://sfx.nelliportaali.fi/sfxlcl3?sid=HY:ejournals&genre=journal&issn=11344032&__char_set=utf8  Finland 
Vznik Univerzity Komenského Brati-
slave http://www.uniba.sk/?id=2327   Slovakia 
Univerz Mariboru http://www.ktfmb.uni-mb.si/RevijeSplet/Revije.asp?TIT=R*#Iskanje   Slovenia 
University of Tsukuba https://www.tulips.tsukuba.ac.jp/online-j/cal-k.html   Japan 
University of Tehran http://www.fos.ut.ac.ir/text/links/home/inter/Internet/HTML/e1.htm   Iran 
Monash University http://www.lib.monash.ac.za/ejournals/r.html   South-African 

Republic  
University of KwaZulu-Natal http://www.library.und.ac.za/ukznDurbanA-Z.htm   South-African 

Republic  
Queensland University of Technology http://libcat.qut.edu.au/search~S7/~?searchtype=t&searcharg=RELIEVE&searchscope=7&SORT=D

&submit=Search   Australia 
Laboratório Interdisciplinar de Tec-
nologias Educacionais http://www.lite.fae.unicamp.br/grupos/planej/perial2.html   Brazil 
Ministerio de Educación  http://www.me.gov.ar/centro/RevistasEducacion.html   Argentina 
Comisión Nacional de Evaluación y 
Acreditación Universitaria http://www.coneau.edu.ar/index.php?item=82&apps=64   Argentina 
UNAM http://biblioteca.ibt.unam.mx/vcba/revistas/letra.php?pagina=3&letra=R   Mexico 
Secretaria de Gobernación  http://www.e-local.gob.mx/wb2/ELOCAL/ELOC_ RELIEVE_Revista_Electronica_de_Investigacion  Mexico 
Universidad Interamericana http://ponce.inter.edu/cai/publicacion/enlace_octubre_2002.html   Puerto Rico

Asamblea Nacional de Rectores de 
Perú 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&ct=res&cd=82&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.anr.edu.pe%2Facredit
acion%2Findex2.php%3Fop-
tion%3Dcom_content%26do_pdf%3D1%26id%3D31&ei=ksaGSIaoK5iE7gWeiL3aBw&usg=AFQj
CNH6w7PTypuK3Mc5hyuDg_WncvPiyA&sig2=5AfW3GGJlwAJfQe2MeWsoQ   

Peru 

Ministerio de Educación- http://www.portaleducativo.edu.ve/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=146&Itemid=15
0  Venezuela 
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To the previous examples we should add the 
presence of the Journal in diverse national 
consortiums of academic libraries.  As we can 
see, the journal RELIEVE sparks wide-
ranging interesting in a large variety of inter-
national institutions and in research centers 
and universities in dozens of countries.  As a 
result, it is available in a multitude of libraries 
worldwide, at a much greater level than any 
other academic journal. 

As we can see, the journal RELIEVE 
achieves great distribution and renown on an 
international scale. 

6. Diffusion and audience: visibility and 
accessibility 

In the words of Delgado, Ruiz-Pérez, and 
Jiménez-Contreras (2006), “The diffusion of a 
journal should be understood as its ability to 
be visible for the scientific community to 
which it is addressed.  As it is a means of 
communication, the main purpose of a scien-
tific journal is to transmit information” (p. 
56).  In this sense, and in view of the data 
shown earlier, it is evident that RELIEVE has 
a wider diffusion than the majority of aca-
demic journals published about education 
(see, for example, sections 3 and 5 of this 
document). 

There are various indicators we could use to 
determine the diffusion of an academic publi-
cation: primarily, circulation, presence in da-
tabases and libraries or newspaper libraries 
and visibility on the internet.  Some of these 
indicators are not directly applicable to the 
publication to which we are referring, and in 
other cases we have already presented part of 
the information.  We will now look at each in 
detail. 

6.a. Circulation 

As RELIEVE is an electronic open-access 
journal, data such as print runs, subscriptions 
and sales, or exchanges with other journals 
are not applicable.  Instead, the statistics re-
garding the quantity of visits to the journal 

that we have presented in section [5.a] can be 
used.    

6.b. Presence in databases 

RELIEVE is included in the following data 
bases (almost all international), among oth-
ers: 
·  EBSCOhost (USA): Joins together more 

than 150 different databases that are pro-
vided to thousands of university libararies 
around the world, with millions of users.  
One of the main undertakings of this kind 
in the world.  

· ERA (Educational Research Abstracts, 
UK): Databases about research in educa-
tion.  Created by the publisher Routledge, 
of the Taylor & Francis group. 

·  DOAJ: Directory of Open Access Journals 
(Sweden): Main international database of 
Open Access journals.  Provides data di-
rectly to hundreds of university libraries 
around the world.   

·   LATINDEX: Regional System of Online 
Information for Scientific Journals of 
Latin America, the Carribbean, Spain, 
and Portugal.  Included in the selective 
“catalogue.” 

·   REDALYC (Mexico): Currently one of 
the main databases (and virtual newspa-
per libraries) in all of Latin America.   

·   ISOC  (Spain): One of the main databases 
in Spain with publications regarding the 
social sciences. 

·   IRESIE  IRESIE (Mexico): Index of jour-
nals of higher education and education re-
search. 

·   Fuente Académica (USA):  One of the 
databases of EBSCO. 

·   NSDL   (Holland):  National Science Digi-
tal Library 

·  e-REVISTAS (Spain):  Database of elec-
tronic journals regulated by a quality sys-
tem standardized and validated by the 
CSIC . 

·   ICAAP (Canada): International Consor-
tium for the Advancement of Academic 
Publication  
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·   UNESCO: Social and Human Sciences 
Documentation Centre (Social and Hu-
man Sciences Online Periodicals). 

·   INTITUTE-Social Sciences(UK): Portal 
of information about the social sciences. 

·   NewJour: the Internet list for new journals 
and newsletters available on the Internet 
(from University of California, San Diego 
- USA).  

·  Electronic Journal Miner, Electronic 
Journal Miner: of the Colorado Alliance 
of Research Libraries (USA) 

·   J-Gate  (India) 
·   BiblioSHS (Francia): del Institut de 

l’Information Scientifique et Technique 
du CNRS (Centre National de la Recher-
che Scientifique)   

In fact, of the 165 journals linked to the 
educational sciences in the database DICE 
(‘Diffusion and Publishing Quality of Span-
ish Journals in the Humanities, Social Scien-
cies, and Law’) there are only two that are 
linked to more databases than RELIEVE, 
which is certainly notable when compared to 
other journals of its kind. 

6.c. Presence in National and Interna-
tional libraries 

In addition to the locations listed in section 
5.b, RELIEVE is found in the following as-
sociations or consortiums of libraries: 

·    COPAC: the UK and Irish Academic 
and National Library catalogue 

·    HEAL-Link - Greece  
·    Danmarks Electronic Research Library 

- Denmark  
·    California Digital Library, University 

of California - USA  
·    OCUL: Ontario Council of University 

Libraries - Canada  
·    OhioLINK (Ohio Library and Infor-

mation Network) - USA  
·    Stichting eIFL.net - Italy  
·    National Library of Luxembourg - 

Luxembourg  

·    Consortium of Academic Libraries of 
Catalonia (CBUC) - Spain  

·    UKB - Dutch Consortium of Univer-
sity Libraries and National Library - 
Netherlands  

·    ABM-utvikling - Norway  
·    Swedish Library Association - Sweden  
·    SUNCAT: UK union catalogue of se-

rials 
·    Open J-Gate: India 
·    DIALNET (Spain) 
·    REBIUN  (Spain). 

All of this guarantees an institutional distri-
bution unmatched by any printed journal in 
Spain or any other part of the world.   

6.d. Internet visibility 

We refer back to the data already discussed 
in section [5.a] and would simply like to 
stress the link between internet visibility and 
the impact found by authors like King and 
Tenopir or Harnad (2006).   

7. The journal's ability to attract quality 
submissions 

In order to show that a journal has suffi-
cient impact on the academic community to 
which it is directed, the number of submis-
sions and rate of rejection should be verified, 
as this will demonstrate that the journal has 
the ability to choose only those articles with 
an adequate level of quality. 

7.a. Number of submissions received   

Given that these statistics are published 
jointly by the journal with others that we will 
mention, we will analyze this subject in the 
following section. 

7.b. Rates of acceptance and rejection 
As RELIEVE periodically discloses its pub-
lishing data on its web page, we include it 
below to show simultaneously the two indica-
tors classified as 7a and 7b.  
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Table 4—Publishing statistics of the journal RELIEVE 
Published/  Rejected/  Reject Rate / Vol. & Num. 
Publicados Rechazados 

Total  Arts. 
Tasa de Rechazo 

Vol. 14  n. 2   (2008) 4 53 57 93% 
Vol. 14  n. 1   (2008) 4 41 45 91% 
Vol. 13  n. 2   (2007) 6 26 32 81% 
Vol. 13  n. 1   (2007) 6 25 31 81% 
Vol. 12  n. 2   (2006) 7 28 35 80% 
Vol. 12  n. 1   (2006) 8 37 45 82% 
Vol. 11  n. 2   (2005) 6 30 36 83% 
Vol. 11  n. 1   (2005) 5 23 28 82% 
Vol. 10  n. 2   (2004) 6 10 16 63% 
Vol. 10  n. 1   (2004) 5 19 24 79% 
Vol. 9    n. 2   (2003) 7 20 27 74% 
Vol. 9    n. 1   (2003) 5 12 17 71% 

 

As proven by this table, the journal's rejec-
tion rates are extraordinarily high for the 
realm of the social sciences and are more 
common for well-known journals of the natu-
ral sciences.  This data shows that the journal 
is a means of expression that is very attrac-
tive to authors in the area of education and 
that it can select its articles from a wide vari-
ety of submissions.  It is an excellent sign of 
the impact RELIEVE exerts within the aca-
demic community and of its ability to attract 
tremendous attention from authors. 

7.c. Geographic origins of contributing 
authors 

Geographic origins are another indicator 
of a publication’s ability to attract submis-
sions.  According to previously published 
data (Aliaga & Suárez, 2007) “RELIEVE can 
take pride in having received (and published) 
articles from Spain, Mexico, Argentina, 
Chile, Venezuela, Colombia, the United 
States, the Republic of South Africa, Brazil, 
Guatemala, Holland, Puerto Rico, Cuba, Tur-
key, Uruguay, Portugal, Austria and Nige-
ria.”   

This data certainly speaks to a wide and 
varied array of international contributors, 
which again demonstrates the international 
impact of RELIEVE. 

 Conclusion 

Whatever indicator we use to measure the 
impact of RELIEVE, we are presented with 
data that shows that its current impact is re-
markable and characterized mainly by a wide 
international diffusion and its ability to attract 
both readers and authors as a means of com-
munication.   

 The inclusion of RELIEVE in a large 
number of high-quality databases, collec-
tions, libraries, and other user services, 
strongly demonstrates the impact and diffu-
sion of the journal. 

We are left to study in depth this line of 
work so that, together with the contributions 
of authors, reviewers, and readers, we can 
attain even greater levels of quality, diffu-
sion, and impact. 
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